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Spartadata releases Billing: Credit Card Terminal 1.0 for iPhone
Published on 08/26/09
Spartadata has announced Billing: Credit Card Terminal 1.0, their new credit card terminal
solution for iPhone & iPod Touch. Developed specifically to leverage the iPhone's unique
capabilities & interface, Billing is a virtual credit card point-of-sale terminal. Key
features include direct support for touch-based signature capture. Core features include
transaction history, stats, new transactions, refunds, in-app merchant signup, merchant
app PDF, customer support info, and more.
Homestead, Florida - Spartadata has announced Billing: Credit Card Terminal 1.0, their new
credit card terminal solution for iPhone and iPod Touch. Developed specifically to
leverage the iPhone's unique capabilities and interface, Billing is a professional level,
virtual credit card point-of-sale terminal. Complete reporting, stats, and refund options
are just some of the many powerful features that are bundled into the service.
With a focus on ease-of-use, Billing: Credit Card Terminal allows anyone to process card
transactions at any time. The service offers encrypted transaction using the AuthorizeNet
API, is web based, wireless and secure, so users can bill their clients from anywhere.
Users simply enter the clients credit card number along with basic card info and they're
done. A printable reciept is also part of the system which allows convenient emailing of
signed virtual reciepts for customer records.
Billing sports an innovative, modern user interface with a intuitive transaction workflow
whose feature-set is unrivaled. Its core features include transaction history, stats, new
transactions, refunds, in-app merchant signup, merchant app pdf, customer support info,
and various other key features. Among only one of Billing's most distinctive features is
its unique tip and finger signature capture that allows a complete receipt to be emailed
including the bitmap signature as part of the receipt.
"Having previously co-founded a web based billing and client management system, I felt
that the iPhone platform was an ideal place to create a set of key business solutions
based on innovative workflows using unique interface designs," said Michael Cruz, founder
of Spartadata. "Billing: Credit Card Terminal serves as the base to build out from. As the
first app of its kind to include signature capture and self-contained signature as part of
the emailed receipt is something I felt was missing from alternative solutions so it was
one of those features that compelled me to start the project."
Additionally, the application includes a full demo toggle that performs all the functions
in demo mode. This is useful when setting up a merchant account for the first time (users
can begin the signup process for a merchant account directly within the application). No
credit card info is stored locally on the iPhone.
Feature Highlights:
* Innovative modern User Interface
* Intuitive Transaction Workflow
* Instant Processing Status
* Complete Transaction History
* Tip inclusion
* Customer Signature Capture
* Customer Receipt is emailable including Signature
* Refund support included
* Easy Demo Mode toggle
* Begin the Signup Process for a Merchant Account within the app
* Customer Support built into app
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* Professional look and feel
* Modulated Features with each update release
* Secure Encrypted Transaction using AuthorizeNet API
* No Credit Card info is stored locally on the iPhone
* iPhone OS 3.0 optimized app
* iPhone and iPod Touch ready
Perfect for trade shows, auctions, events and on-the-go business professionals alike,
mobile processing is fast becoming the most efficient way to bill. It is instant, saves
money, and there is no need for expensive wireless POS terminals or extra hardware. With
its unique interface and elements, Billing: Credit Card Terminal offers an unsurpassed
user experience when compared to the traditional workflow behind processing credit cards.
System Requirements:
* iPhone or iPod Touch 3.0 or later
Pricing and Availability:
Billing: Credit Card Terminal 1.0 for iPhone and iPod Touch is $9.99 (USD) and available
exclusively through the App Store. For more information visit Spartadata online.
Billing: Credit Card Terminal 1.0:
http://www.spartadata.com
Purchase and Download:
http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?id=326255801&mt=8&s=1
43441
Screenshot 1:
http://www.spartadata.com/preview_screens/01.jpg
Screenshot 2:
http://www.spartadata.com/preview_screens/02.jpg
Screenshot 3:
http://www.spartadata.com/preview_screens/04.jpg
App Icon:
http://spartadata.com/preview_screens/billing_icon.jpg

Located in scenic Homestead, Florida, Spartadata is a privately held company founded in
2009 by independent software developer Michael Cruz. With a focus on business and
financial solutions development for the iPhone platform, Spartadata specializes in
innovative interface design and dual revenue stream based businesses and web services that
work alongside a particular application. Copyright 2009 Spartadata. All Rights Reserved.
Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone and iPod are registered trademarks of Apple Computer Inc. in
the U.S. and/or other countries.
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